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Abstract— The Generic Framing Procedure, Virtual Concatenation and the Link Capacity Adjusting Scheme are successful
technologies that brought new life to synchronous networks. They
facilitated efficient, flexible and robust interconnection of two of
the most deployed technologies ever: Ethernet and Synchronous
Digital Hierarchy (SDH). The objective of this tutorial is to
present an overview of these Ethernet-over-SDH (EoS) technologies, focusing on their performances. We reviewed literature from
2001-2009 and present the main aspects of EoS technologies and
performance as well as notable formulations for EoS throughput,
efficiency and delay. We reviewed the fundamental evolution steps
of both Ethernet and SDH. The paper also covers experimental
methodology and scenario configuration for EoS performance
evaluation in the laboratory, discusses measured results and
compares the presented analytical expressions and calculations
with experimental data. An in-depth performance evaluation of
EoS networks is conducted.
Index Terms— Performance, Evaluation, SDH, GFP, LCAS,
VCat

that the topics addressed in this paper are of practical and
tutorial value, specially considering the overspread presence
of EoS networks. Therefore, this paper focuses on description,
discussion and performance evaluation of EoS technologies.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section
2 presents a technology overview including Ethernet, SDH,
EoS, GFP, VCat and LCAS; Section 3 describes previous
work related to EoS and evaluating its performance; Section
4 presents an analytical treatment of throughput, efficiency
and delay in EoS networks. This is another contribution
of the paper. Section 5 describes the methodology used
in an experimental performance evaluation of EoS done at
Telefonica laboratories, Brazil. Five scenarios were examined
in a controlled testbed, and the corresponding throughput,
efficiency and delay are presented, discussed and compared
with analytical results. GFP, VCat and LCAS protocols were
tested using a standardized methodology; finally, in Section 6
we conclude with some final remarks.

1. I NTRODUCTION
Ethernet [1] and SDH [2] are landmark technologies for
computer and telecommunications networking, respectively.
However, digital network convergence has pushed both to
work together. This demand drove the creation of a set of
new technologies to efficiently and flexibly combine both
worlds. The Generic Framing Procedure (GFP) [3] provides
several functions to adapt Ethernet traffic to transportation
in SDH networks. Virtual Concatenation (VCat) [2] allows
the separation of GFP-adapted traffic into different paths in
an SDH network. The Link Capacity Adjustment Scheme
(LCAS) [4] dynamically adjusts the capacities of SDH paths
according to source and/or destination needs. In combination,
these technologies have brought new life to SDH. In fact, this
new network vision was named Next Generation SDH (NGSDH). Ethernet exhibits all its advantages when combined
with NG-SDH, not only in terms of flexibility and simplicity,
but also in terms of cost and capacity. This convergent network
was fully adopted by telcos in metropolitan and long-distance
areas. Many operators bought expansion cards for their SDH
equipment to allow encapsulation and mapping of Ethernet
traffic to SDH.
Despite the importance of such technologies and their
interplay, the literature lacks a general overview of EoS
technologies that includes performance evaluation. We believe
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2. T ECHNOLOGY OVERVIEW
A. Ethernet
Ethernet is a connectionless packet-switching technology,
defined by a set of physical and data link specifications,
functions and protocols originally developed for computer
networking. According to Spurgeon [5], Ethernet arose in
1973, when Bob Metcalfe wrote a memo describing a network
technology to connect computer work stations. In 1976, Bob
Metcalfe and David Boggs published a paper to describe Ethernet [1]. The first Ethernet standard was published in 1980 by
the DEC-Intel-Xerox (DIX) consortium [6]. In 1985, the 802.3
standardization committee of the Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers (IEEE) published its Ethernet standard
with the title IEEE 802.3 Carrier Sense Multiple Access with
Collision Detection (CSMA/CD) Access Method and Physical
Layer Specifications [7]. This standard specified operation at
10 Mbits/s. The CSMA/CD technique was proposed to control
multiple stations access to a coaxial cable diffusion media,
forming a physical bus. Since 1985, a set of standards emerged
for new media, speeds and other features. A complete list of
IEEE 802.3 standards can be found in [7].
Today, Ethernet is the dominant technology in computer
Local Area Networks (LANs) [5], [8], [9]. Ethernet standard
IEEE 10BASE-T [7] provided up to 10 Mbit/s in one unshielded twisted pair using baseband Manchester line coding
[9]. The maximum segment size is 100 meters. The 10BASE-T
standard became widely adopted to transport Internet Protocol
(IP) [10] datagrams, which are accommodated on Ethernet
frames. An Ethernet frame contains [7]: a 7-octet Preamble,
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which is a sequence of alternated 0s and 1s used to establish bit
synchronization between source and destination hardware; a 1octet Start-of-Frame-Delimiter (SFD), which indicates the first
bit of the rest of the frame; 12 octets of Source and Destination
Media Access Control (MAC) data link sublayer addresses; a
2-octet Length/Type that takes one of two meanings: to indicate
frame length in IEEE 802.3 standards (which is limited to
1518 octets), or to indicate which network layer protocol is
being carried in the frame, in order to maintain compatibility
with the DIX standard; 46 to 1500 octets of MAC client data
and/or padding; and 4 octets of Frame Check Sequence (FCS)
which is a 32-bit Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC). For the
CSMA/CD protocol to function correctly, a minimum MAC
frame size is required, and thus padding can be added to the
frame if needed.
Also, IEEE 802.3 [7] defines an Inter-Packet Gap (IGP)
between Ethernet frames to provide adequate recovery times
for procedures in the link and physical layers, such as cycling
circuitry from transmit to receive mode in half-duplex operation. The IGP for 10BASE-T standard is 9.6 µ seconds, while
it is 0.96 µs for 100BASE-T. This is equivalent to 12 bytes
of emission time in these standards. The IGP is related to the
Inter-Frame Spacing (IFS). According to [11], the IFS is the
sum of at least 12 bytes of IGP, plus a 7-octet Preamble and
a 1-octet SFD. Also, Ramamurti et al. [12] discusses IFS and
IGP, and IGP use for rate adaptation in EoS.
In July 1995, IEEE standard 802.3u was officially approved,
creating what became known as Fast Ethernet [13]. Fast
Ethernet refers to a compatible IEEE 802.3 standard operating
at 100 Mbit/s. According to Tanenbaum [14], all Fast Ethernet
standards were based on hubs, switches, twisted pairs and
fiberoptics; coaxial cables were not allowed. For example,
Ethernet IEEE 100BASE-T [7] uses two twisted pairs with
a maximum segment length of 100 meters. Note that the
Ethernet frame remained the same as in 10BASE-T. With 100
Mbit/s available to the user stations, even higher data rates
become necessary in servers and high capacity links.
Gigabit Ethernet (GbE) was developed to interconnect
10/100 Mbit/s switches and to provide higher data rates.
The Gigabit Ethernet standardization effort started with the
IEEE 802.3z [15] standard in 1996, and industrial interest in
this technology led to the creation of the Gigabit Ethernet
Alliance, which was organized to facilitate and accelerate the
introduction of this technology into the market. GbE defined
support for single-mode optical fiber (1000BASE-LX), greatly
increasing network reachability.
In 2002, Ethernet standard IEEE Std 802.3ae-2002 introduced 10 Gigabit Ethernet (10GbE) [16], [17]. The goal of 10
GbE was to cover distances from 300 meters to 40 km. Only
optical physical layer options were defined. In addition, 10
GbE does not support half- duplex operation or CSMA/CD;
all operation is in full-duplex mode.
The scalability, simplicity and cost effectiveness of Ethernet,
along with its high rates and optical network support, led many
service providers to consider Ethernet in Metropolitan Area
Networks (MANs) and Wide Area Networks (WANs), where
it is referred to as Metro Ethernet [18]. Ethernet scalability
means that the quantity of equipment can be dramatically

extended, and the network continues to operate adequately.
Simplicity means that the network is relatively simple
when compared with other link layer technologies, like Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) [19] and Synchronous Digital
Hierarchy (SDH) [2]. Self-negotiation, introduced in IEEE
802.3u, also simplifies network usage and operation. Also,
Ethernet operation is similar at any rate or scale.
According to Brockners et al. [18], with these advantages Ethernet became the de facto MAN technology, allowing seamless, flexible and reliable interconnection of LANs
using a single high-speed network technology. To address
the technological and architectural challenges behind Metro
Ethernet [20], standardization bodies like the IEEE, Internet
Engineering Task Force (IETF) and International Telecommunication Union - Telecommunication Standardization Sector
(ITU-T) developed several standards dedicated to facilitating
new and innovative Ethernet-based communication services.
Also, Metro Ethernet Forum (MEF) was founded in 2001 to
promote worldwide adoption, interoperability and deployment
of carrier-class Ethernet networks and services in traditional
service providers. These efforts led to a new class of Ethernet
that is being called Carrier Ethernet [21]–[24].
MEF defines Carrier Ethernet as “A ubiquitous, standardized, carrier-class Service and Network defined by five attributes that distinguish it from familiar LAN-based Ethernet:
Standardized Services, Scalability, Service Management, Reliability and Quality of Service (QoS).” [24]. Ubiquitous means
that this type of Ethernet will be omnipresent, from enterprise and home broadband arenas to long-distance backbones.
Carrier-class services means services of a quality equivalent
to that offered by traditional service providers. Service standardization means to standardize services in order to precisely
describe them in Service Level Agreements (SLAs), which
are the agreements between the end user and the network.
However, the evolution of LAN Ethernet towards Carrier
Ethernet requires that several challenges be addressed [20].
Regarding service standardization, MEF, ITU-T and IETF
have been working on the definition of frameworks to support
some innovative services in Ethernet. ITU-T defined a services framework in Recommendation G.8011 [26], and MEF
described a framework in MEF6.1 [27]. Both frameworks are
based on the establishment of Ethernet Virtual Connections
(or Circuits) (EVCs) among two or more User-to-Network
Interfaces (UNIs). An EVC allows the transfer of Ethernet
frames among the UNIs that belong to it and prevents the
transfer of frames from other UNIs. EVCs could be pointto-point, multipoint-to-multipoint or rooted multipoint. Pointto-point EVC means that the EVC is created between two
UNIs. Multipoint-to-multipoint EVCs can associate more than
two UNIs. Therefore, Ethernet frames that enter at one UNI
can be replicated in such a way that copies are delivered to
other participating UNIs. A rooted-multipoint EVC is more
complicated. It separates UNIs into roots and leaves. Traffic
entering at a root UNI can be sent to any or all of the
other UNIs. However, traffic entering from leaf UNIs could
be transferred to one or more root UNIs, but never to other
leaf UNIs. This provides traffic isolation among the leaves.
EVCs could also be bundled, meaning that multiple VLANs
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could use the same EVC.
ITU-T defined two EVC services [26]: Ethernet Private
Line (EPL) and Ethernet Virtual Private Line (EVPL); and two
more are under development: Ethernet Virtual Private LAN
(EVPLAN) and Ethernet TREE. MEF defined three service
types in its Ethernet Services Definition Specification [27]: ELine, E-LAN and E-Tree, which generate six derived services.
IETF defined Virtual Private LAN Service (VPLS) in RFC
4762 [28]. Generally speaking, line services are point-to-point
services created to replace TDM private lines, ATM and Frame
Relay services, while LAN services are focused on transparent
or private VLAN services. Some comparison of ITU-T and
MEF standards for Ethernet services were provided in the
appendices of ITU-T Recommendations [26].
IEEE standard IEEE802.1Q-2005 [29] standardized
VLANs, which are sometimes called virtual bridged
networks. The idea is to separate logical connectivity from
physical connectivity, allowing applications/users to view the
network without being limited by the physical topology [30].
In other words, the LAN is virtual because it can be extended
beyond a certain physical LAN, and the traffic is separated
in such a way that it appears to be in the same LAN. Each
IEEE 802.1Q Tagged Ethernet frame receives a Tag Control
Information (TCI) field [29] with 12 bits reserved for VLAN
identification, which is frequently called the Q-tag. This
means that 4094 VLANs can be created in an organization
network. When VLANs are extended to the domains of more
than one organization, the Q-tag overlap problem appears.
IEEE 802.1ad [31] and IEEE 802.1ah [32] proposed solutions
to this problem. For more details, see Sanchez et al. [22].
According to Xiao [33], Ethernet QoS was first improved in
1998, when IEEE 802.1p was published as a part of the IEEE
802.1D standard [34]. Each IEEE 802.1Q Tagged Ethernet
frame receives a 3-bit Priority Code Point (PCP) field to
support 8 traffic classes and provide service differentiation
in the LAN [29]. Ethernet QoS and Traffic Management are
being studied by ITU-T, MEF and IEEE. The recent ITU-T
Recommendations Y.2112 specifies a QoS control architecture
for Ethernet-based IP access networks [35]. MEF specification 10.1 [36] covers performance parameters for services
and QoS control. IEEE 802.1Qay [37] addresses Provider
Backbone Bridge Traffic Engineering (PPB-TE), introducing
a connection-oriented forwarding mode for Ethernet.
Ethernet also could be used to provide first-mile access.
Ethernet Passive Optical Network (EPON) was standardized
by IEEE Std. 802.3ah-2004 [38]. Briefly, it uses two wavelengths in a single fiberoptic cable to transport full-duplex
Ethernet frames. Passive optical elements are used to separate
traffic from backbone to each Ethernet terminal. Please refer
to Mukherjee [39] for more details on EPON.
According to Ohta [25], Ethernet enhancements are being standardized in the following areas: “High-bit-rate and
long-distance interfaces; Capability enhancements as access
networks; Virtual Local Area Network (VLAN) scalability
enhancement; Operation, Administration, and Maintenance
(OAM); Fast survivability; Handling of realtime signals; and
Traffic engineering.” The work for the 100 Gbit/s standard
has already begun in the IEEE 40Gb/s and 100 Gbit/s Eth-
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ernet Task Forces. The formal designation for this standard
will be IEEE 802.3ba. To deal with of the high diversity
of Ethernet services in multidomain networks, scalability is
being addressed by IEEE 802.1ad [31] and IEEE 802.1ah
[32]. OAM was improved in IEEE 802.1ag [40] and ITU-T
Recommendation Y.1731 [41]. Fast survivability technologies
were proposed in ITU-T Recommendation G.8031 [42] and
IEEE 802.1Qay [37]. Another initiative is the Generalized
Multiprotocol Label Switching (GMPLS) Controlled Ethernet
Label Switching (GELS) [81], which aims to control Ethernet
switches using GMPLS.
In the next section, we will briefly present SDH, and we
will discuss Ethernet-over-SDH transport in Section 23
B. Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SDH)
SDH [2] is a hierarchy of synchronized digital TDM structures that relies on circuit switching to establish dedicated
electronic-optical-electronic paths through the network. It is
defined by a set of physical and data link specifications,
functions and protocols originally developed for telephone networking. Synchronous operation means that TDM structures
are synchronized by a complex time-space synchronization
network, based on sophisticated time reference standards.
Such structures are hierarchical in the sense that multiple
lower-rate structures could be time-multiplexed on higher-rate
structures, which is known as the SDH multiplexing structure.
The duration of the TDM frame is equal to 125 µseconds at all
levels of the hierarchy. This value is the inverse of the voice
sampling rate (8kHz) in traditional Pulse Coded Modulation
(PCM). Each dedicated path receives a timeslot in one of
the TDM structures, where digital content is transmitted as
a continuous flow of bits in a totally different way than the
packet storage technique used in packet-switched networks.
This explains why time-space synchronization is necessary:
the time adjustments that can be made on bit flows are very
limited, and every octet must fit into the right timeslot.
In 1988, SDH was standardized by ITU-T in Recommendation G.707 [2]. SDH is very similar to Synchronous
Optical Network (SONET) technology, which was proposed by
BellCore (now Telcordia) and standardized by ANSI in 1985.
Both SDH and SONET are widely deployed technologies, as
they were adopted by virtually every telephone company in the
world. SDH was developed to increase circuit-switched network capacity in the 90s, as former digital hierarchies, namely
Plesiochronous Digital Hierarchy (PDH) and Digital Carrier
System, were becoming limited in their abilities to support the
growth in traffic demand. In addition, SDH operates quite well
with Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) technology,
providing compatible carrier-class networks. In general, each
WDM wavelength is used to provide transportation for one
high-level SDH frame.
The latest revision of G.707 is from January 2007. It
specifies SDH frame and multiplexing structures, bit rates, line
interfaces, formats for mapping and multiplexing of client signals (e.g., PDH, ATM and Ethernet), elements and overheads
into frames. The SDH client bit flow is accommodated in the
payload area of a logical structure called the Virtual Container
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(VC), which defines an end-to-end dedicated path for client
content transportation. G.707 standardizes five VCs: VC-11,
VC-12, VC-2, VC-3 and VC-4, with nominal rates of 1664
kbit/s, 2240 kbit/s, 6848 kbit/s, 48384 kbit/s and 150336 kbit/s,
respectively. Each VC has a control subchannel called the Path
Overhead (POH). Therefore, the available bit rate for client
flow is slightly smaller than the rates quoted above.
The SDH multiplexing structure is based on three operations: mapping, alignment and multiplexing. The process of
adjusting the tributary traffic rate to be accommodated in an
SDH VC rate is called mapping. A mapped tributary data rate
must have a nominal rate and an acceptable deviation around
this value, otherwise desynchronization will occur. Limited
deviations are accommodated by floating through pointers.
Alignment is the process of rate adjusting between a VC and
an intermediate transport structure, namely the Tributary Unit
(TU), Tributary Unit Group (TUG), Administrative Unit (AU)
and Administrative Unit Group (AUG). Alignment uses AU
Pointers to allow a VC to float within the AU frame.
The SDH multiplexing structure allows (“nest”) multiples
VCs to be multiplexed in other high rate VCs or in an AUG.
One AUG forms the Synchronous Transport Module (STM)
level 1 or STM-1, which is the first level of the SDH hierarchy.
AUGs can be multiplexed in multiples of 4 to form higher
STM levels (STM-N) up to N=256, which has 39,813,120
kbit/s. The STM-N also have control channels called Section
Overhead (SOH). Please refer to G.707 [2], Mukherjee [39]
and Stallings [9] for more details about the multiplexing
structure of SDH.
Recommendation G.707 defines mapping procedures for
asynchronous and synchronous tributaries (defined in G.702
[43]), ATM cells, High-Level Data Link Control (HDLC) [44]
frames and Generic Framing Procedure (GFP) frames, among
others. ATM cell mapping is performed by aligning the byte
structure of every cell with the VC byte structure in use. ATM
cells can cross the container border, meaning that a cell may be
partially transmitted in a certain VC time slot. GFP mapping
does not require rate adaptation, as GFP frames arrive as a
continuous byte stream with a capacity identical to the VC
payload. HDLC mapping is very similar.
SDH provides two mechanisms to allow transportation
of signals that do not fit efficiently into standardized VCs:
Contiguous Concatenation (CCat) and Virtual Concatenation
(VCat). CCat is a multiplexing mechanism that allows the
concatenation of two or more VCs of the same rate to
provide transport for payloads that require a greater capacity. A
contiguous concatenated VC is referred to as VC-n-Xc, where
n=12,11,2,3 or 4. Contiguously concatenated VCs remain
multiplexed together during transportation over a single path
in the network. All of the intermediate nodes need to identify
the VC-n-Xc. VCat is an inverted multiplexing scheme where
a high-capacity payload is demultiplexed into two or more
VCs of the same data rate. A virtual concatenated VC is
referred as VC-n-Xv, where n=12,11,2,3 or 4. Each individual
VC of a VC-n-Xv can be transported over a different path in
the network. Therefore, individual VCs must be multiplexed
again to reassemble the original payload signal at the receiving
end. VCat functionality need only be present at the path

termination points. Notice that both concatenations provide
the same data rate, which is X∗ the VC-n data rate. Also,
observe that standardized mappings include options to map
signals not only for VCs, but also for VCs contiguously or
virtually concatenated. VCat will be discussed in more detail
in Subsection 2.E.
Regarding OAM and availability, SDH is a reference technology, as it was originally developed for carrier-grade WAN.
Network operation is constantly monitored at different levels,
from individual VCs to STMs. There are different OAM
signals that indicate operational status, warnings and severe
failures. POH and SOH are used to transport OAM information. SDH availability and survivability have been improved
by robust protection and restoration mechanisms. A recent
standard, G.784 [45], addresses SDH fault, configuration and
performance management.
C. Ethernet-over-SDH
The original SDH traffic holds a nominal rate and an
acceptable deviation around this value. VCs can be considered
nearly constant in terms of bit rate. However, Ethernet traffic
can vary from zero up to the nominal capacity of a link, i.e.,
it adjusts well to Variable Bit Rate (VBR) computer network
traffic. The first approach to transport this VBR traffic over
SDH was to allocate the closest VC that satisfies the data
rate requirement, even if the client isn’t using this data rate
all of the time. Obviously, this solution could lead to underutilization of SDH VCs. Another option could be to multiplex
several Ethernet flows to fulfill the available VC payload,
as discussed in Ethernet services. However, this solution
could result in time periods with no traffic between LANs
(or VLANs), for example. Therefore, it became evident that
some internal SDH mechanism must be developed to allow
dynamical adjusting of the allocated data rate. In 2004, ITUT Recommendation G.7042/Y.1305 [4] specified a protocol
to dynamically increase or decrease the available data rate in
integer multiples of virtually concatenated VCs. This method
is called Link Capacity Adjustment Scheme (LCAS) and allows
the data rate to be dynamically adjusted without service
interruption.
There was also the problem that the SDH data rate is
allocated in large steps. For example, consider mapping Fast
Ethernet MAC frames over SDH. This traffic should be
mapped to a VC-4 with 149.760 Mbit/s of bulk net capacity,
limiting utilization to 70%. The problem is even worse for
Gigabit Ethernet. In this case, the traffic should be mapped to
a VC-4-16c, that is, a VC-4 concatenated contiguously sixteen
times, resulting in at most 42% utilization. VCat can deal with
this problem better, because its inverted multiplexing scheme
allows a contiguous data rate to be broken into individual
low- or high-order VCs. Thus, a tributary can be mapped to
a combination of VCs at the same rate that better fits the
tributary’s data rate requirements.
Although VCat and LCAS can improve VC payload utilization and adapt to the asynchronous nature of Ethernet, what
happens if there aren’t enough Ethernet frames in a certain
instant of time to fulfill the available data rate in VC(s)?
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Something must adequately fulfill the VC(s) payload, because
SDH byte transmission is continuous. This problem is known
as rate adaptation, and can occur even if an adequate number
of VCs is designated to a certain Ethernet traffic stream.
Notice that Ethernet traffic can be individual MAC frames
or physical (PHY) line coding. There is a great difference
the bit rate of these two formats. For example, the physical
line coding rate for a 100BASE-TX standard is 125 Mbit/s,
while it is 1.25 Gbit/s for 1000BASE-LX. In these cases, the
transmission of Ethernet physical line coding over SDH adds
25% overhead. According to Ramamurti [12], “considerable
bandwidth savings can be achieved if just the Ethernet frames
are mapped into SONET”. However, the direct transport of
Ethernet MAC frames over SDH is not possible, because SDH
needs a balanced DC level (i.e., an equal number of 1s and 0s
on average). According to Bernstein et al. [46], it was observed
in initial deployments of Packet-over-SONET that certain bit
patterns in packets could produce Loss of Frame (LOF) alarms
in SONET. “The problem was attributed to the relatively
short period of the SONET section (SDH regenerator section)
scrambler”. Therefore, additional scrambling is needed for
Ethernet MAC frames. This explains why Ethernet frames
are typically encapsulated in other protocols that perform
scrambling before SDH mapping. To encapsulate means to
create a tunnel to transport tributary traffic transparently over
SDH.
The technological overview of encapsulation options for
Ethernet-over-SDH was already addressed by other previous
papers. In 1998, Manchester et al. [47] provided an overview
on IP over SONET using PPP and HDLC. In 2001, Bonenfant and Rodriguez-Moral [48] presented a comprehensive
overview of IP-over-fiber mappings, including Ethernet-overSDH. Also, Scholten, Hernandez-Valencia and Zhu [49], [50]
discussed encapsulation options in 2002. Figure 1 shows some
possible EoS encapsulations.
One of the first encapsulation options for EoS was HDLC
[44], which mainly provides frame delineation and scrambling.
The HDLC frames are byte-aligned to the SDH VCs payload
area, as standardized in Section 10.3 of G.707. Byte-aligned
means that each HDLC character is aligned to the bytes of
the VC. To adjust the asynchronous nature of HDLC frame
arrival, an HDLC flag pattern (7Eh) is used to fill interframe
spaces. HDLC uses a byte-stuffing technique to avoid false
delineation that could occur when the payload is equal to the
delimiter flags or escape characters. According to Li et al. [51],
byte stuffing may increase frame length and unnecessarily
reduce throughput. HDLC mapping includes also scrambling
and descrambling procedures to balance the bit density.
Another option, similar to HDLC, is ITU-T Recommendation X.85/Y.1321: Link Access Procedure for SDH (LAPS)
[52], standardized in 2001. LAPS is a simplified version of
HDLC and is fully compatible with RFC 2615 [53], which
defines PPP-over-SDH. Therefore, LAPS could be used to
encapsulate IP traffic as well. Recommendation X.86/Y.1323
[54] defines how Ethernet frames are encapsulated over LAPS.
After encapsulation, LAPS frames are mapped to SDH using
the same procedure as HDLC. Scrambling and descrambling
is provided for LAPS frames. A very useful comparison
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between LAPS and PPP/HDLC is provided in Appendix A
of X.85 [52]. ATM can also be used by means of the ATM
Adaptation Layer 5 (AAL5) protocol [48], but this option is
quite inefficient, as it introduces too much overhead.
Finally, there is GFP [3], which according to Scholten
et al. [50] “overcomes the drawbacks of ATM and HDLCbased encapsulation”. GFP provides efficient and flexible
encapsulation and mapping of both MAC and PHY Ethernet
traffic. It fills the role of a protocol that is generic enough to
encapsulate and efficiently map any type of signal to SDH.
D. Generic Framing Procedure (GFP)
GFP is a protocol developed to efficiently adapt traffic
from several technologies to a bit/byte synchronous channel
like SDH, Optical Transport Network (OTN) [55] or PDH.
According to Hernandez-Valencia et al. [49], GFP standardization was a joint effort of the American National Standards
Institute (ANSI) and ITU-T. GFP is standardized in ITUT Recommendation G.7041/Y.1303 [3], from January 2001,
but there is a more recent version from October 2008. The
mapping of GFP frames to SDH is standardized in Recommendation G.707/Y.1322 [2], while the mapping to OTN is
specified in ITU-T Rec. G.709/Y.1331. GFP was developed to
improve equipment interoperability and to increase mapping
performance with a low-complexity adaptation mechanism.
The objective was to standardize mapping procedures to
synchronous technologies.
GFP functionality is divided into client-dependent (clientspecific) and client-independent (common to all clients)
[49] functions. The client-independent functions are GFP
frame delineation, data link synchronization, data link scrambling, client PDU multiplexing, client-independent performance monitoring and rate adaptation. The client-specific
functions are mapping of client traffic in GFP payload and
client-specific performance monitoring.
The GFP frame payload can be fulfilled with client technology frames or coded bit streams. The first option is Protocol
Data Unit (PDU)-oriented and known as GFP-Framed (GFPF) mode. It allows the adaptation of Ethernet MAC frames
as well as Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) [56], IP
and Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP) [57] traffic. The second
option is block-code-oriented, constant-bit-rate and known as
GFP-Transparent (GFP-T) mode. In this case, bit streams
such as Ethernet PHY, IBM Enterprise Systems Connection
(ESCON) [58], Fiber Connectivity (FICON), or Fiber Channel
[58] can fill the GFP frame payload. According to [59], in
GFP-F client frames are received, processed and mapped in
GFP frames, while in GFP-T the client block-coded characters
are accommodated into GFP payload without the need to
wait for an entire frame, thereby reducing packetization delay.
No matter which option is being used, it is important to
note that GFP hardware is implemented only in the edge
equipment. Therefore, the legacy SDH core equipment remains
unchanged. Scholten et al. [50] and Gorshe [60] discussed why
GFP provides two modes of client traffic mapping. The answer
is that each mode has unique benefits, therefore justifying
standardization.
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Some options for encapsulating and mapping Ethernet traffic to SDH networks.

GFP frame delineation uses a Header Error Check (HEC)
algorithm that is different from previously existing HDLC,
PPP and LAPS bit/byte stuffing techniques, which introduce
unnecessary inflation. This mechanism allows self-delineation,
which means that frame delineation is achieved by successive
successes in Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) calculations.
The GFP receiver must successfully recognize frame boundaries, independent of the bit/byte alignment process used in
SDH/SONET/OTN networks [49]. Scrambling is performed
in the GFP frame header and payload to achieve high bit
transition density. The same technique is used in both GFP-F
and GFP-T modes.
GFP frames can accommodate fixed- or variable-size payloads. Fixed-size provides a TDM-like channel, while variablesize payloads allow a one-to-one mapping of client frames to
GFP [49], dispensing with the segmentation and reassembly
functions. If the client frames are absent, rate adaptation is
done using GFP Idle Frames, which are four-octet long frames
configured with null content. This facilitates rate adaptation
of client signals to any transport medium with a higher
capacity than the one required by the client signal. Statistical
multiplexing could be used to share a single GFP link and
better use the available virtual container rate. For example,
the unidirectional traffic of an Ethernet Virtual Private LAN
could be multiplexed together in just one GFP flow across an
SDH network.
GFP provides Client Signal Fail (CSF) management. If
a failure (or degradation) occurs in the input signal at the
GFP source adaptation equipment, a CSF message will be
sent to the destination equipment in time intervals from 100
ms to 1 second. GFP Idle Frames will be sent to the GFP
sink adaptation equipment, in order to keep the line rate
constant. When the GFP sink receives this failure indication,
it declares a Sink Client Signal Failure (SCSF) [3], [50]. The
CSF management allows the source to indicate the following
types of failure [3], [49]: “loss of client signal (e.g. loss of
light) and loss of client character synchronization”. The defect
condition at the far-end GFP sink remains until a valid GFP
frame is received or if a certain number of CSF indications
fail to be received.

A GFP frame is divided into two portions: Core Header and
Payload Area, as shown in Figure 2. The core header contains
a 2-octet Payload Length Indicator (PLI) and a 2-octet Core
Header Error Control (cHEC), which is a CRC-16 code used
to protect the Core Header. The payload area is subdivided into
three portions: Payload Area Header, Client Payload Information and Optional Payload Frame Check Sequence, which is
an optional CRC code with 32 bits. There two types of GFP
frames: client frames and control frames. Control frames are
identified by PLI values in the range from 0 to 3, while client
frames have PLI equal or greater than 4. A GFP Idle Frame
is characterized by PLI and cHEC equal to 0000 hex, and
the total frame length is therefore 4 bytes long. The Payload
Area Header is subdivided into two portions: Payload Type
and Extension Headers. Payload Type has 2 octets intended to
describe the GFP payload information content. It is subdivided
again into 5 portions [3], [49]: Payload Type Identifier (PTI),
Payload FCS Indicator (PFI), Extension Header Identifier
(EXI), User Payload Identifier (UPI) and Type Header Error
Control (tHEC). The PTI is used to differentiate between the
two kinds of client frames: data frames and client management
frames. The latter type is used for CSF management. The PFI
is used to indicate the presence of the Optional Payload Frame
Check Sequence. The type of payload information that can be
accommodated on GFP-F and GFP-T modes is described by
an 8-bit long UPI field. The EXI is used to support client
PDU multiplexing in scenarios in which different client traffics
share a single GFP link. GFP supports linear and ring topology
sharing. The tHEC is a 16-bit CRC code used to protect the
Payload Type. Refer to [3], [48]–[50] for more information
about GFP frame control fields.
Section 7 of Recommendation G.7041 [3] standardized
the frame-mapping procedure for Ethernet MAC. Figure 2
illustrates this procedure. An Ethernet frame has its Preamble
and SFD removed, as described in item 7.1.2 of G.7041. The
IGP is also removed in the source adaptation process, and
the Preample, SFD, and IGP are restored later The remaining
fields are accommodated in the GFP-F payload information
area. GFP maintains octet alignment. The GFP Payload FCS
and the Extension Header are optional.
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Fig. 2.

Encapsulating Ethernet frames using GFP-F.

Fig. 3.

Functioning of GFP-F and VCat in an EoS network.

GFP-T also allows transparent mapping of Gigabit Ethernet
8B/10B line coding. In GFP-T a fixed number of client octets
is mapped to a constant-length GFP frame. Therefore, an Ethernet frame coded with 8B/10B coding will be accommodated
into one or more GFP-T frames. GFP-T uses the same GFPF frame structure, and also provides performance-monitoring
capabilities. Gorshe and Wilson [60] and Ellanti et al. [61]
provide a detailed description of GFP-T operation.

7

E. Virtual Concatenation
VCat was originally standardized by ANSI T1.105 [62],
ITU-T G.707 [2] and G.783 [63]. It defines an inverted
multiplexing scheme, in which a contiguous data rate is broken
into individual low- or high-order VCs. Thus, a tributary can
be mapped to a combination of VCs that better fits its capacity
needs. This combination is called a Virtual Concatenation
Group (VCG). The nomenclature used is VC-n-Xv, where
VC-n is the type of virtual container allowed in the VCG
and X is the number of virtually concatenated VCs-n. Other
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inverse multiplexing techniques were proposed before VCat,
such as [64] Multi Link Point-to-Point Protocol (MLPPP) [65]
and Ethernet Link Aggregation [7]. VCat can be applied to
SONET/SDH, OTN or PDH. The latter is standardized in ITUT G.7043 [66].
VCat arose to overcome waste in the data rate of contiguous
concatenation when mapping high-rate signals, such as GbE.
For example, a GbE MAC frame mapping does not fit into
VC-4-4c at 622 Mb/s. The next degree is a VC-4-16c at 2.448
Gb/s. However, this option has an efficiency of 42% [67].
With a VC-4-7v, the data rate efficiency increases to 95%.
Therefore, VCat allows transport efficiency to be increased by
relaxing CCat granularity [48]. Helvoort [67] determined VCat
possibilities and transport efficiencies for a variety of signals.
At the network entrance, VCat performs an inverse multiplexing, accommodating each byte of the high-rate signal into
a different VC-n-Xv. In other words, it uses byte-interleaving
to put the ith byte of the source content into VC-n-1v, and then
the (i + 1)th byte is sent out on VC-n-2v, and so on, until a
loopback is created and the next byte is sent back on VC-n1v. Therefore, VCat uses the group transmission capacity of X
individual VCs of type n to produce a channel with X times
more capacity.
Each VC-n has its own individual control overhead and
could, therefore, be transported independently over the network. This is another advantage that VCat has over CCat.
Each VC-n can be spread out over diverse paths to increase
reliability against failures. Also, a cross-connect does not need
to know that the data transported in a certain VC-n-1v are
related to the data transported in another VC-n-2v, and so
on. Therefore, each VC-n-Xv can take a different path over
the network, experiencing different delays. The difference
among these delays is known as the differential delay [68].
In the far-end network equipment, all of these VC-n-Xv are
multiplexed back. Therefore, the end equipment must reestablish the byte order from each received VC-n-Xv byte. The
de-interleaving process does not introduce significant delays.
The most significant delay is the propagation delay of the
longest VC-n path.
The maximum differential delay standardized for VC-11Xv, VC-12-Xv and VC-2-Xv, VC-3-Xv and VC-4-Xv virtual
concatenations is limited to 256 ms. The same value applies
to E1-Xv. This value is very big and allows VCat employment
in WANs.
VCat’s capacity to use disjoint paths increases the probability of new flow admission as well as the network resource
usage. In other words, VCat allows the use of disjoint VCs-n to
increase client traffic flow admission. As the acceptance grows,
the usage increases. Together with LCAS, VCat allows VCs-n
to be re-routed to provide network maintenance and/or traffic
engineering. Operators can use VCat capabilities to provide
on-demand adjustments to client traffic and scheduled data
rate patterns. Service Level Agreements (SLAs) can be more
dynamic, allowing pay-per-use scenarios.
For high-order VCat channels, including VC-3-Xv and
VC-4-Xv, the differential delay is measured by examining
the Multi-Frame Indicator (MFI) that is part of each VCG
member’s POH. The MFI is located in the H4 byte, and is

incremented in each frame for each member of the VCG.
According to [70], “the evaluation of differences in MFI values
between members will reflect the differential delay between any
two members that are part of a VCG.” For low-order VCat
channels, including VC-11-Xv and VC-12-Xv, it is necessary
to indicate the VC-n-Xv frame count using bit 2 of the POH
Z7/K4 channel. This information is contained in 32 bits. Thus,
it is necessary to receive 32 multiframes (with 4 frames each)
to fully recover this information, resulting in a frame count
cycle of 128 frames (or 16 ms).
Figure 3 illustrates how GFP-F adapts Ethernet frames for
transportation in two disjoint paths over an SDH network: one
direct path from OXC A to C and one path passing through
OXC B. First, GFP-F encapsulates each Ethernet frame in
a GFP frame, inserting GFP Idle Frames in the absence
of Ethernet frames (the spaces between adjacent Ethernet
frames). The resultant GFP-F stream (constant bit rate) is
byte-interleaved in such a way that the first byte of the GFP
stream is put into the first VC-12 of the VC-12-10v. The
second byte is put into the second VC-12 of the VC-1210v, and so on, until byte ten of the GFP stream is put into
the tenth VC-12 of the VC-12-10v. The procedure continues
interleaving one byte into each VC-12 of VC-12-11v, until a
loopback is created, sending the 22nd byte in the first VC12 of VC-12-10v. Both VCs-12-Xv are accommodated by
SDH multiplexing on different STMs, which are transported
on disjoint fiber optics to other SDH equipment. At OXC C,
both VCs-12-Xv are multiplexed again (after differential delay
compensation) to rebuild the original GFP frame stream. Any
GFP Idle Frames are removed and the Ethernet frames are
rebuilt.
F. Link Capacity Adjustment Scheme
The LCAS protocol was standardized in ITU-T
G.7042/Y.1305 [4] in November 2001. The latest review was
in March 2006. The main goal of LCAS is to adjust link
capacity dynamically according to source and/or destination
needs. It provides control and management mechanisms to
increase or decrease a VCG’s capacity in multiples of a
VC-n-1v. LCAS automatically increases and decreases the
number of VCs-n in a VC-n-Xv. If the physical link of a
group member VC-n suffers a failure, LCAS automatically
decreases the number of VCs-n in the VC-n-Xv, becoming
a VC-n-(X-1)v. As a consequence, the client flow is spread
out over the (X-1) VCs-n. When the physical link failure is
repaired, LCAS automatically increases the number of VCs-n
in the VC-n-(X-1)v, returning to a VC-n-Xv configuration
[64]. This procedure reduces client traffic losses, because the
other (X-1) VCs-n remain intact in the event of a simple
link failure. These group changes do not interrupt transport
service. In addition, the core nodes are transparent for LCAS
procedures.
Therefore, LCAS acts to limit failure damage in a virtual
concatenated VC. According to [11], “this important LCAS
functionality allows a provider to improve significantly the
resiliency offered to end users by provisioning diversely routed
SONET/SDH paths that belong to the same VCG.” Thus, if
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Network topology and configured scenarios used in laboratory experiments.

diverse routing is used, LCAS could improve the survivability
of data traffic without requiring excess data rate allocation for
protection.

When LCAS is enabled, link capacity adjustment controls
are sent using the VC-n’s POH. For VC-3 and VC-4, The
H4 byte is used, while for VC-11, VC-12 and VC-2, bit 2
of the Z7/K4 channel is used. These controls Include: the
MFI, used to realign the payload of VCG members; the
Sequence Indicator (SQ), which contains the sequence number
of a certain VCG member, i.e., it differentiates the VCs-n
inside a VCG; the Control (CTRL) field, which allows the
source and destination to agree about the VCG members by
sending commands to change the number of VCG members
in a VC-n-Xv as well as determining the VCG’s status; the
Group Identification (GID), which identifies the CVG and
is used by the receiver to determine which VCG a member
belongs to; CRC, for error protection in the LCAS controls;
the Member Status (MST) field, which reports an individual
member’s status (OK or FAIL) to the transmitter; and ReSequence Acknowledge (RS-Ack) to inform the transmitter
about VCG members that have been received successfully.
Other references for LCAS are [4], [11], [46], [59], [64].

3. P REVIOUS W ORK ON E THERNET- OVER -SDH
T RANSPORT P ERFORMANCE
Bonenfant and Rodriguez-Moral [48] discussed Ethernet
and GbE over SDH in 2001. The paper described three
possibilities for transporting physical-layer GbE signals, which
are 1.25 Gb/s 8B/10B encoded bit streams: a single WDM
wavelength, a single STM-16 or STM-64 to multiplex 1
GbE signals statistically, or 7 virtually concatenated VC-4s
(VC-4-7v). Reference [48] briefly presented GFP, VCat and
LCAS, and argued that the combination of these technologies
“offers an attractive option for carrying data networking
protocols over transport networks, and presents an alternative
to the use of ATM and MPLS for transport-oriented statistical
multiplexing gain.”
In 2002, Scholten et al. [50] provided an introduction to
applications for data transport over SONET/SDH, reviewed
existing data transport options (as shown in Figure 1), introduced GFP as a new data transport technology and compared
GFP transport to popular existing alternatives. The paper
argued that “GbE does not fit into STS-12c/VC-4-4c at 622
Mb/s, and wastes data rate if mapped singly into a 2.448 Gb/s
(STS-48c/VC-4-16c).” It then provided a discussion about how
VCat can be used to solve this problem. Another paper, from
Bonenfant and Rodriguez-Moral [59], also discussed GFP in
2002. A comprehensive discussion about mapping options
before the arrival of GFP was provided. The authors contend
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that “the attractiveness of GFP lies in its combination with
the co-developed VCat and LCAS.” Also, the paper contends
that 100 Mbit/s Fast Ethernet frame traffic can be mapped to
a VC-11-64v with 98% bandwidth efficiency, and that 1 GbE
frame traffic can be mapped to a VC-4-7v with 95% bandwidth
efficiency. Gorshe and Wilson [60] also published a paper
about GFP and its role in EoS. Bonenfant and RodriguezMoral [48], [59] presented VCat mapping possibilities for
ESCON, Fibre Channel, FICON and GbE.
In 2002, Li et al. [51] still proposed a hardware architecture to encapsulate Ethernet frames using VC-12-Xv. The
authors proposed a solution to deal with the different path
delays experienced by VCG members at the receiver side.
The compensation was performed by jumping to different
writing addresses in physical memory based on each VCG
constituent’s MFI. The paper also proposed an approach to
receiver queue dimensioning that deals with this delay.
Another 2002 paper that proposed a hardware architecture
that uses VCat for EoS was published by Shi et al. [69]. In
this work, a proposal to compensate the differential delay was
presented. Garg and Paul [68] presented a differential delay
handler for a SONET frame receiver. The handler is composed
of an array of Random Access Memory (RAM), which is used
to store each received VC-n-Xv group member bit stream.
There is also a classifier that uniquely identifies each received
VC-n based on its H4 byte or K4 byte, depending on VC
type. After classification, a memory controller chooses RAM
to store the VCs-n being received. A calculator determines the
current differential delay based on stored streams, and delay
compensation is performed by realigning the VCs from stored
frames. According to the authors, “the amount of storage
depends on the maximum differential delay required.” As
previously described, ITU-T recommends a maximum of 256
ms for a VC-n-Xv. However, typical values are equivalent to
256 frames or 125µs ∗ 256f rames = 32ms [68]. This results
in a 75 Mbit [68] storage requirement to compensate +/- 16
ms of differential delay at OC-48/STM-16 speed. The work
also discussed what types of memory could be used to fulfill
this high-density memory requirement.
In 2004, Ramamurti et al. [12] highlighted some important
issues regarding EoS deployment. The paper discussed the
impact of Inter-Frame Spacing on Ethernet mapping over
SDH. According the authors, IFS can vary from 20 bytes to
greater values to adjust the nominal data rates of Ethernet
frames to SONET/SDH rates. The authors also warned that
“Ethernet frame loss can occur when the Ethernet source
generates traffic at full line rate (100 percent utilization),
even when the SONET/SDH bandwidth greatly exceeds the
required Ethernet bandwidth.” Finally, the work questioned
the importance of performance monitoring on EoS networks.
Barlow [70] discussed Ethernet delay in EoS in a 2004
white paper. The paper focused on the several components that
contribute to the total delay in EoS and briefly discussed the
measurement techniques necessary to experimentally evaluate
performance. The methodology described by Barlow is based
on RFC 2544 [71]. We also used this methodology as will be
presented in Subsection 5.A.
In 2005, Dahai [72] compared GFP to LAPS Ethernet

encapsulation over SDH. Some experiments have been performed on hardware to evaluate the frame loss rate of both
protocols. The author’s conclusion was that “frame length is
a key factor of network performance in data transmission.
It is obvious that GFP has some advantages than LAPS in
the demand-based data service network.” In 2005, Gunreben
and Gauger [73] proposed dynamic bandwidth allocation in
EoS using VCat and LCAS. The idea was to dynamically
change the number of VCs in a VCG according to traffic
demands. An aggregated traffic model was constructed using
the M/Pareto distribution, and three controllers for bandwidth
estimation were developed. The paper also discussed traffic
scenarios in which dynamic data rate allocation could improve
EoS efficiency.
Ge and Yoshimura [74] presented the design and implementation of an EoS chip. The proposed chip structure allows
the internal workings of EoS hardware to be understood. The
paper also discussed the role of buffers in the rate adaptation
problem. A mathematical queuing theory traffic model was
used. In our work, we used real equipment rather than an
emulator or simulator, as will be discussed in subsection 5.
Therefore, we did not have access to the equipment architecture, which complicated any kind of queuing model.
Kuri et al. [75] quantified the savings that VCat provides
over CCat. Performance evaluation was done by means of
mathematical modeling using combinatorial optimization and
computational calculations.
In 2006, Kim et.al. [76] discussed the role of EoS in routing/switching with QoS. This paper also presented a discussion
about the evolution of EoS as well as a hardware solution
called the QoS Switch/Router (QSR). Some details of the
hardware were presented. Also in 2006, He et al. [11] discussed three Ethernet transportation technologies: transporting
Ethernet services over a pure switched Ethernet network, over
an IP /MPLS network and over the SDH-based Multiservice
Transporting Platform (MSTP). More interestingly, the final
section of the paper provided a performance evaluation of
these Metro Ethernet transportation services in terms of encapsulation efficiency, end-to-end delay and fault protection.
The presented efficiency results will be compared with the
ones discussed in this paper in Subsection 5.C.4.
In another 2006 paper, Bernstein et al. [64] summarized the
capabilities and limitations of the application of VCat/LCAS
not only in SDH, but also in PDH and OTN. The authors
argued that the total delay of an aggregated signal will be
equal to the delay of the component signal that travels along
the longest path. The paper also presented the maximum
differential delay and the LCAS notification time of various
VCat signals, according to given standards. Tzeng and Chiu
[77] proposed a hardware architecture to transport 4 GbE and
20 Fast Ethernet signals over an OC-48 SONET connection.
The paper discussed several tradeoffs in VCat/LCAS hardware
design. It also provided a solution to minimize memory usage
when solving the differential delay problem.
Finally, in 2007, Wentao et al. [78] discussed two schemes
for Ethernet over E1 (PDH). The paper evaluated the throughputs and delay performances of these schemes. Analytical
results were compared with experimental test results obtained
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Methods of measuring delay.

from a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) implementation.
4. A NALYTICAL T REATMENT OF T HROUGHPUT,
E FFICIENCY AND D ELAY IN E O S
GFP frames are accommodated in VCs-n-Xv, and therefore
the expressions derived here are for GFP-F mode only. To our
knowledge, we do not found in the literature a set of equations
like this. It is assumed that no Ethernet frames are lost in the
encapsulation/mapping procedure, and the Ethernet traffic is
assumed to be controlled to achieve this assumption of lossless
encapsulation. The SDH network is assumed to be error-free.
The GFP frames per second that can be mapped in a VCn-Xv is given by:
F RˆGF P =

M BRV C−n−Xv ∗ 106 bps
8bits ∗ (P ayloadGF P + 8bytes)

CapacityEth ∗ 106 bps
8bits ∗ (P ayloadGF P + 20bytes)

ˆ Eth =
M BR

8bits ∗ F RˆGF P ∗ (P ayloadGF P + 20bytes)
106 bps

(3)

ˆ Eth
It is also possible to calculate the percentage of M BR
that can be accommodated by the SDH network. It is
ˆ
ˆ Eth by
given by %P assed
and calculated by dividing M BR
CapacityEth .
From Figure 2, it is also possible to determine the effective
Megabit rate available for Ethernet clients (M BRˆClient ),
which is defined as:

(1)

Where M BRV C−n−Xv is the nominal Megabit rate of the
VC-n-Xv used in VCat, and P ayloadGF P is the length, in
bytes, of the content encapsulated in a GFP frame payload.
As shown in Figure 2, P ayloadGF P is the Ethernet payload
plus an additional 18 bytes. Because each Ethernet frame that
passes EoS hardware is mapped to only one GFP frame, there
is a one-to-one relation between the number of transmitted
Ethernet and GFP frames. Therefore, the variable F RˆGF P is
ˆ Eth , which is defined as the passed Ethernet
equal to P F R
frame rate. It is also useful to derive the maximum Ethernet
frame rate that can be received in the link that delivers the
frames to the EoS hardware:
M F ˆREth =

An equation can also be derived for the number of GFP payˆ
load bytes received in t seconds RcvP ayloadBytes
GF P =
ˆ
RcvF ramesGF P ∗ P ayloadGF P .
Still using (1), the Megabit rate of Ethernet can be obtained
from:

(2)

Where CapacityEth is the Megabit rate of the Ethernet line
to the EoS hardware.
From equation (1), it is possible to derive the number of
ˆ
GFP frames transmitted in t seconds XmtF rames
GF P =
ˆ
F RGF P ∗ t.
The number of GFP frames received in t seconds,
ˆ GF P , is equal to the number of transmitted GFP
RcvF rames
ˆ GF P = XmtF rames
ˆ
frames. Therefore, RcvF rames
GF P .

F RˆGF P ∗ [P ayloadGF P − 18bytes] ∗ 8bits
M BRˆClient =
(4)
106

ˆ
Based on the same figure, M BRP ayloadGF
P can be calculated from F RˆGF P ∗ P ayloadGF P ∗ 8ns. The Megabit
ˆ GF P , is given by M BR
ˆ GF P =
rate of GFP frames, M BR
F RˆGF P ∗ [P ayloadGF P + 8] ∗ 8ns. Note that this expression
will produce the same value as M BRV C−n−Xv , because
both rates are considered to be the same. The Megabit rate
ˆ
of Ethernet frame headers (M BREthHeader
) can be defined
ˆ
ˆ
as M BREthHeader
= M BRP ayloadGF
−
M BRˆClient . It
P
is also possible to determine M BRGF P Header , which is the
Megabit rate expended on GFP headers and is calculated by
ˆ GF P − M BRP ayloadGF
ˆ
M BRGFˆP Header = M BR
P.
Two variables describing efficiency can be used: the GFP
encapsulation efficiency, defined as:
ˆ P =
η1GF

ˆ
RcvP ayloadBytes
GF P
,
ˆ
RcvF ramesGF P ∗ (P ayloadGF P + 8bytes)

(5)

and the efficiency of EoS, defined as:
ˆ =
η1EoS

ˆ
(M F ˆREth ∗ %P assed)
∗ (P ayloadGF P − 18) ∗ 20
.
ˆ
RcvF ramesGF P ∗ (P ayloadGF P + 8)
(6)
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The most important components of the delay in Ethernet
over SDH networks using GFP, VCat and LCAS Are the propagation, emission and differential delays. The first emission
delay that can be considered is the Ethernet frame emission
delay:
τEth
ˆ =

(P ayloadGF P + 20bytes) ∗ 8bits
CapacityEth ∗ 106 bps

(7)

Note that this delay also occurs at any SDH destination
equipment, as every Ethernet frame must be emitted to the
destination Ethernet switch.
A second emission delay to consider is the GFP frame emission delay, which appears when a GFP frame is transmitted
as a VC-n-Xv. It is given by:
τGF
ˆP =

(P ayloadGF P + 8bytes) ∗ 8bits
M BRV C−n−Xv ∗ 106 bps

(8)

Propagation delay depends on the link length and on the
velocity of the light in the fiber optic medium. The differential
delay depends on the path differences experienced by each
VC-n-Xv. The solution adopted to deal with this delay may
also add implementation-dependent delays.
5. E XPERIMENTAL M EASUREMENT AND P ERFORMANCE
E VALUATION
This section presents results from an experimental performance evaluation of EoS scenarios as well as a comparison
with the expressions presented previously. Five scenarios will
be examined, and the resulting throughputs, efficiencies and
delays will be presented and discussed.
A. Experimental Network Configuration and Measurement
Set-up
Figure 4 shows the considered network topology. It is
composed of three realistic cross-connects with support for
NG-SDH and a network performance analyzer. In this section, the experimental results obtained using a SmartBitsT M
performance tester will be presented and discussed.
The SmartBits equipment facilitates performance evaluation
of Ethernet-inter-connected devices. The equipment uses a
performance benchmarking methodology specified in RFC
2544 [71]. In this methodology, the transmitter sends a certain
number of frames over a pre-defined time interval. If some
frames are lost, the equipment discards the measurement and
tries again with a minimal number of frames. If no frames
are lost with this minimal quantity, the equipment tries to
increase the number of transmitted frames, until it reaches
a maximum number of frames that can be transmitted without
loss. Therefore, measured results were obtained only if no
Ethernet frames were lost.
In order to compare the overhead of different scenarios, we
used the same time duration for all experiments. This explains
why we do not use experiment duration times that are integer
multiples of Ethernet frame emission times. The objective
was to compare absolute results of 20 second experiments.
However, this approach led to some discrepancies due to frame
fragments.

From field experience, and because SDH networks are
deterministic and very stable, we determined that 20 seconds
would be sufficient time to obtain satisfactory results and
validate analytical expressions. During experimentation, the
laboratory temperature and humidity were kept constant, the
same synchronization reference was used and the equipment
energy source was stabilized, thereby eliminating various
important sources of variation and maintaining a consistent test
scenario during all measurements. In addition, the number of
frames transmitted in 20 seconds was large enough to ignore
transitory behavior.
In the first scenario, a VC-3-1v was directly established
between OXCs A and C of Figure 4. In the second scenario,
a VC-12-21v, which is 21 virtually concatenated VC-12s, was
directly established between OXCs A and C. In scenario three,
a VC-12-21v was established using two different paths. A VC12-11v was directly established between OXCs A and C, while
a VC-12-10v was established from OXC A to B, and then from
OXC B to C. Notice that the third scenario is almost identical
to the second one, except for the employed path. Scenarios 4
and 5 used LCAS. In scenario 4, link B-C was torn down and
LCAS was automatically used. In scenario 5, LCAS was used
to decrease/increase a VC-12-21v by one VC-12.
The SmartBits equipment was used to generate Ethernet
traffic, to adjust frame size and rate, and to measure results.
The experiments used two ports of the equipment (see Figure
4), one to transmit traffic (port 15) and other to receive
traffic (port 13) and measure results. SmartApplicationsT M
version v2.32 was used, which transmits fixed-length frames
at 100 Mbit/s. Data were collected for frame sizes of 64, 256,
512, 1024 and 1518. For each frame size, the sequence of
frames was encapsulated into GFP without loss, using the
available bandwidth in this VC.
As can be seen in [11], the latency tests were done after
throughput tests, at a rate below the minimum rate that caused
frame loss. This prevents the loss of timestamp-tagged frames
in latency tests.
B. Experimental Performance Metrics
This section describes the several metrics that SmartBits
equipment uses to experimentally determine Ethernet performance.
The Ethernet frame rate submitted to achieve 100 Mbit/s
at the beginning of the experiment is given by M F REth .
This measure includes 12 bytes of interframe gaps. Note that
the Ethernet frame rate required to achieve 100 Mbit/s can
be obtained from the measured data by using M F REth ∗
(P ayloadGF P + 20bytes) ∗ 8bits.
F RGF P is the number of GFP frames transmitted in one
second to achieve a certain VC-n-Xv rate.
%P assed gives the percentage of M F REth that passed to
the SDH network without loss, and is equal to F RGF P divided
by M F REth .
The measurements XmtF ramesGF P , RcvF ramesGF P ,
RcvP ayloadBytesGF P and RcvP ayloadBytesGF P are
counters. XmtF ramesGF P is the total number of GFP
frames transmitted within 20 seconds, which was the time
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interval chosen for the test. RcvF ramesGF P is the total
number of GFP frames received on port 13 of the SmartBits
equipment.
If the beginning of a GFP frame arrived at the
SmartBits after exactly 20 seconds, it was counted as
an entire received frame. However, only the received
bytes were counted in the variable RcvP ayloadBytesGF P .
This leads to some discrepancy among the measured
variables, as RcvF ramesGF P is an integer number.
RcvP ayloadBytesGF P is the total amount of bytes received
in GFP payloads. Therefore, RcvP ayloadBytesGF P =
RcvF ramesGF P ∗ P ayloadGF P . The F RGF P variable
can be related to RcvP ayloadBytesGF P by F RGF P =
RcvF ramesGF P divided by t=20 seconds.
The delay measure τCT is the difference between the time
that the end of the first bit of the input frame reaches the input
port (port 13 of SmartBits) and the time that the start of the
first bit of the output frame is seen on the output port (port
15). The measure τSF is the difference between the time that
the first bit of the input frame reaches the input port (port 13)
and the time that the last bit of the output frame is seen on the
output port (port 15). Figure 5 illustrates these measurement
methods used by the SmartApplicationsT M v2.32 software.
The difference between τSF and τCT is the Ethernet frame
emission delay ∆τ = τCT − τSF .
C. Throughput and Efficiency Results
1) First Scenario: Ethernet/GFP/VC-3-1v: In this scenario,
a VC-3-1v, which is a virtually concatenated VC-3, was
established directly between OXCs A and C of Figure 4. A
VC-3-1v has 48.384 Mbit/s available for payload, as C-3 has 9
lines versus 84 columns of payload capacity, which are transmitted every 125 µ seconds. Table I shows that as the frame
size increased, F REth and XmtF ramesGF P decreased,
while RcvP ayloadBytesGF P increased. In other words, as
the length of the GFP payload increased (P ayloadGF P ),
more bytes were received and the Ethernet frame (+gap)
rate decreased, along with the number of transmitted GFP
frames. It can also be seen that the number of transmitted
GFP frames (XmtF ramesGF P ) was equal to the number
of received frames (RcvF rames GF P ), confirming that no
Ethernet frames were lost in this experiment.
In Table III, the experimental results were used as input
to the analytical expressions to allow comparisons between
calculated and measured quantities. We use a tilde over semianalytical variables. From Table I, F R˜GF P was 83893 GFP
frames per second when P ayloadGF P was equal to 64 bytes.
The Ethernet header occupies 18 bytes of this 64 bytes. Thus,
˜
M BREthHeader
was equal to 12.080592 Mbit/s. The GFP
header occupies another 8 bytes of this 64, wasting another
5.37 Mbit/s (M BRGF˜P Header ). When P ayloadGF P is equal
to 1518 bytes, F R˜GF P is reduced to 3968 GFP frames.
The Ethernet header occupies 18 bytes of this 1518 bytes,
˜
wasting 0.843696 Mbit/s (M BREthHeader
). The GFP header
occupies another 8 bytes of this 1518, wasting 0.25 Mbit/s
(M BRGF˜P Header ). In summary, the bit rate available for
clients (M BR˜Client ) increases with P ayloadGF P , confirming
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that a larger payload area increases the available bit rate for
clients. The VC-3-1v capacity is approximately equal to the
˜ GF P ).
Megabit rate of GFP frames (M BR
˜ P , as
As expected, the GFP encapsulation efficiency η1GF
defined by equation (5), increased from 88.89% to 99.48%
when P ayloadGF P was increased from 64 bytes to 1518
bytes, for an improvement of 11.91%. The fraction of resources devoted to overhead decreases as frame size increases,
thus increasing the resources available for payload and im˜ ,
proving efficiency. The EoS encapsulation efficiency η1EoS
as defined by equation (6), increased from 63.89% to 98.29%.
As expected, overall EoS encapsulation efficiency is less than
that of standalone GFP technology, as GFP has less overhead.
Table II shows the analytical calculations for Scenario
1. The measured F RGF P for P ayloadGF P equal to 64
bytes was 83893 frames/second, while the calculated result,
F RˆGF P , was 84000 frames/second, 0.1275% higher than the
measured value. For P ayloadGF P equal to 1518 bytes, the
measured F RGF P was 3968 frames/second, while the calculated value, F RˆGF P , was 3963.3 frames/ second, 0.1183%
smaller than the measured value.
All of the values in both tables were compared and the
error in the analytical expressions was limited to 0.12802%.
In summary, when Table II is compared with Table I, it is
seen that the derived expressions satisfactorily approximate
the measured results. Interestingly, the difference between the
analytical expressions and the measured data was reduced as
P ayloadGF P was increased.
2) Second Scenario: Ethernet/GFP/VC-12-21v: In the second scenario, a VC-12-21v, which is 21 virtually concatenated
VC-12s, was established directly between OXCs A and C of
Figure 4. A VC-12 has 2.176 Mbit/s of payload, as a C-12 has
34 bytes of payload capacity transmitted every 125 µseconds.
To understand why this VCat configuration was chosen, it is
necessary to remember that a Tributary Unit Group 3 (TUG3) can be formed by one VC-3 or 21 VCs-12. Therefore, the
two signals are similar from the TUG-3’s point of view, but a
VC-12-21v has 21 x 2.176 Mbit/s, or 45.696 Mbit/s, while a
VC-3 has 48.384 Mbit/s.
Table IV shows that F REth and XmtF ramesGF P decreased as P ayloadGF P increased, as in Scenario 1. The number of transmitted GFP frames (XmtF rames GF P ) was equal
to the number of received frames (RcvF ramesGF P ). In Table
VI the experimental results were used as input to the analytical expressions. The Ethernet overhead for all P ayloadGF P
was larger than that of GFP-F. Again, the bit rate available
for clients (M BR˜Client ) increased with P ayloadGF P . The
˜ GF P ) was slightly higher
Megabit rate of GFP frames (M BR
than the VC-12-21v capacity, as the measurement included
frames that were not entirely received during the 20 second
time interval.
˜ P increased from
The GFP encapsulation efficiency η1GF
88.89% to 99.48% when P ayloadGF P increased from 64
˜
bytes to 1518 bytes. The EoS encapsulation efficiency η1EoS
increased from 63.89% to 98.29%. This occurred because as
the frame gets larger, the overhead has less of an effect on
the EoS efficiency. Table V shows the analytical results for
Scenario 2. All of the values in both tables were compared
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and the difference between the computed and measured results
was limited to 0.118544%.
3) Third Scenario: Ethernet/GFP/(VC-12-10v+VC-1211v): In this scenario, a VC-12-21v was established using
two different paths. A VC-12-11v was established directly
between OXCs A and C of Figure 4, while a VC-12-10v
was established from OXC A to B, and then from OXC
B to C. Both virtual concatenated VCs have a capacity of
45.696 Mbit/s. Note that this scenario produced results almost
identical to the previous scenario. The main difference was
the path that VCat used. However, in contrast to what one
might think, the results are identical to those presented in
Section 532. That is, there was no measured difference in
the throughputs and efficiencies of scenarios 2 and 3, and
the VCat mechanism does not affect these metrics in the
considered scenarios.
4) Discussion: Scenarios 1, 2 and 3: Figure 6 compares
the measured M F REth with the analytical M F ˆREth for the
three scenarios. The number of Ethernet frames (+gaps) per
second submitted by SmartBits is equal in all scenarios to
allow for comparison among them. Observe that the Ethernet
frame rate if larger for smaller GFP frames, because every
Ethernet frame is accommodated in exactly one GFP frame.
F RGF P was greater in Scenario 1 than in Scenarios 2 and
3 (see Figure 7). This is because a VC-3-v has 2.688 Mbit/s
more useful bandwidth than a VC-12-21v (or a VC-12-10v
and a VC-12-11v). The difference between GFP frame rates
among the scenarios is larger for smaller frames, because more
GFP frames were generated when a smaller P ayloadGF P was
used. The F RˆGF P values computed from Equation (1) are
quite close to the measured values for all scenarios.
Figure 8 compares the measured percentages of Ethernet
traffic passed to SDH without loss. Notice that %Passed
depends on the Megabit rate of complete Ethernet frames.
Thus, it was reduced when the Ethernet frame size was
increased, as there are proportionally fewer header bytes in
large frames. This explains why the curve on Figure 8 becomes
ˆ
flat. The analytical %P assed
values are quite close to the
measured %Passed values.
The 2.688 Mbit/s rate difference between VC-3-1v and
VC-12-21v is equivalent to 5.88235% of the VC-12-21v
bandwidth. If we increase the obtained %P assed values in
Scenarios 2 and 3 by this amount, they are approximately
equal to the %P assed in Scenario 1. For example, consider
the %P assed for a GFP payload of 64 bytes. In Scenario
1, the %P assed was equal to 56.38%, while in Scenarios 2
and 3 it was equal to 53.33%. 53.33% ∗ (1 + 0.0588235) =
56.46%, which approximates Scenario 1. This shows that there
is proportional behavior in the curve of %P assed versus
P ayloadGF P for different VCat configurations.
Figure 9 shows the number of GFP frames transmitted in 20
seconds. Notice that XmtF ramesGF P and RcvF ramesGF P
are equal in each scenario, as F RGF P was adjusted to prevent
the loss of Ethernet frames. The results of Scenario 1 were a
little bit larger than those of Scenarios 2 and 3, again because
of the 2.688 Mbit/s rate difference between VC-3-1v and VC12-21v. Both variables decreased as P ayloadGF P increased,
ˆ
as explained before. The XmtF rames
GF P values closely

follow the measured number of transmitted GFP frames.
˜ Eth , which
Figure 10 compares M BR˜Client and M BR
were semi-analytically calculated from the measured data,
ˆ Eth , calculated directly from
with M BRˆClient and M BR
analytic expressions. The throughput available for Ethernet
clients (M BR˜Client ) increased as the GFP frame increased (as
did the payload), because the header remained the same size.
˜ Eth for Scenarios
The difference in M BR˜Client and M BR
1 and 2/3 is caused by the difference in the rates of VC3-1v and VC-12-21v. This figure also allows us to see that
˜ Eth as the EoS efficiency
M BR˜Client gets closer to M BR
increases, as more bytes are available to the client. The worst
case M BR˜Client was obtained when P ayloadGF P was 64
bytes long. Therefore, larger frames provide better client rates
in these scenarios.
˜
˜
Figure 11 compares M BRP ayloadGF
P and M BRGF P with
ˆ
ˆ
˜
M BRP ayloadGF P and M BRGF P . The M BRGF P remains
nearly constant for all GFP payload lengths. This is because
the GFP filled out all of the available VC-n-Xv capacity
with reduced Ethernet frames. Note that some calculated
˜ GF P values are higher than the available VC-n-Xv
M BR
capacities, as there were some situations in which incomplete
frames were received and counted as complete frames.
Figure 12 compares the Mbit/s wasted in Ethernet and GFP
headers. Obviously, the wastes were reduced when SmartBits
increased the Ethernet frame lengths. It is important to note
that Ethernet overhead wasted 44.45% more bit rate than the
GFP overhead in the employed configuration.
Figure 13 compares the GFP and EoS efficiencies calculated
by Equations (5) and (6). Interestingly, all of the scenarios produced the same η1GF P and η1EoS at a given P ayloadGF P .
This proves that the GFP encapsulation procedure is independent of the VC-n-Xv scenario configured using VCat. The
use of different paths for the VC-12-10v and VC-12-11v in
Scenario 3 did not affect the efficiency. However, in terms
of availability, Scenario 3 offers a configuration that is more
resilient to possible path faults. In the event of a path fault,
the LCAS protocol must be used. Subsection 535 investigates
LCAS usage in this network topology.
Finally, Figure 13 shows a curve of the encapsulation
efficiency reproduced from [11]. The encapsulation efficiency
is defined as the “percentage of the link bandwidth used by
the payload when transmitting Ethernet traffic” at 100 Mbit/s.
Although this definition is different from the one adopted here,
it is possible to see that our curves have a similar shape as
that of He et al.
5) Fourth Scenario: Ethernet/GFP/(VC-12-10v+VC-1211v) using LCAS: In this scenario, LCAS was used to send
management information from a VC-n-Xv source to its
destination to inform that a link was torn down. When this
occurs, the VC-n-Xv capacity is reduced according to the
failed virtual concatenated VCs bandwidth. If LCAS is not
being used, then all VCs-n-Xv are lost. The configuration of
Scenario 3 was used to verify the benefits of LCAS. First,
the link between equipment B and C was removed (second
column in Table VII). Thus, only the VC-12-11v remained.
The number of GFP frames per second passed to complete
the VC-12-11v without loss was significantly reduced, by
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52.30096%. Notice that the reduction in rate from VC-12-21v
to VC-12-11v is equal to 52.38095%. The other variables
were similarly affected. The efficiencies defined in Equations
(5) and (6) remained the same for three columns. When
the link was recovered, the VC-12-10v returned (column
three), and the metrics returned to their exact values before
the failure. This demonstrates the advantages of LCAS in
availability and failure recovery. LCAS offers VC protection
when different paths are used to transmit virtual concatenated
VCs.
6) Fifth Scenario: Ethernet/GFP/VC-12-Xv using LCAS:
In this experiment, we investigated the capacity of LCAS to
dynamically decrease and increase virtual concatenated VCs
inside a VC-n-Xv. The measurements were done at three
moments: before a VC-12 was decreased (VC-12-21v), after it
was decreased (to a VC-12-20v) and when LCAS returned the
lost VC-12 (VC-12-21v). The VC-12-21v was passed through
link A-C as in Scenario 2. Table VII shows the obtained
ˆ GF P was
results. F RˆGF P was reduced by 5.00717%. M BR
reduced by 2.17984 Mbit/s. Notice that the reduction in rate
from VC-12-21v to VC-12-20v is equal to 5%. Again, the
other variables were similarly affected. These changes were
set up by means of a Network Management System (NMS),
which configured LCAS to make bandwidth adjustments. It
is not necessary to stop service to adjust bandwidth. We confirmed the quotation from [64]: “VCAT/LCAS itself provides a
graceful degradation (reduction of bandwidth) in response to
VCat group component failures.”
D. Delay Results
For the delay experiments, SmartBits filled out 30 Mbit/s of
the 100 Mbit/s link capacity. The submitted Ethernet frames
(+gaps) per second for all scenarios is shown in Table IX.
Again, it is possible to confirm the submitted Ethernet traffic
by considering P ayloadGF P to be equal to 64 bytes, as
30M bit/s = 44643 ∗ (64 + 20bytes) ∗ 8bits = 30000096bps.
1) First Scenario: Ethernet/GFP/VC-3-1v: Table X summarizes the results for Scenario 1. As expected, the mean
total delay increased with the length of P ayloadGF P . The difference between the cut-through and store-and-forward (∆τ )
measured port-pair latencies is identical for both bit rates. In
fact, it was seen that this value is equal to the emission delay
of a P ayloadGF P at 100 Mbit/s. It can be calculated from
τP ayloadGF P = P ayloadGF P ∗ 80ns. For example, consider
a GFP payload of 512 bytes. In this case, τP ayloadGF P =
512 ∗ 80ns = 40.96µs. This expression follows the results
shown in Table X.
Figure 14 compares τCT and τSF . It can be seen that
the measured cut-through delay is greater than the store-andforward delay. The figure also presents a curve obtained from
He et al. [11]. The authors used a similar methodology to
measure the average end-to-end delay in an Ethernet over GFP
over VC-12-46v configuration. However, this measurement
was taken with a submitted rate of 90% of a Fast Ethernet link.
Although this result was obtained with a markedly different
configuration and equipment, it is possible to see the same
linearly increasing pattern obtained in our results (refer to
τV C−12−46v ). A VC-12-46v has a rate of 100.096 Mbit/s.
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2) Second Scenario: Ethernet/GFP/VC-12-21v: The portpair latency for the second scenario is shown in Table XI.
The values were considerably larger than those of Scenario
1, basically because VC-12-nv was chosen. For example,
consider the smallest delay, which increased from 136.9 µs to
521.3 µs. These values are still very small for the vast majority
of network applications. Interestingly, ∆τ was identical to that
of Scenario 2. Also, an inversion occurred in the measured
τCR and τSF when P ayloadGF P was equal to 256 bytes. We
were unable to determine the reason for this behavior. Figure
15 compares τCT and τSF .
3) Third Scenario: Ethernet/GFP/(VC-12-10v+VC-1211v): The results for the last scenario are shown in Table
XII. They are similar to those of Scenario 2, but slightly
larger. VC-12-Xv was used in this situation, as in the previous
scenario. ∆τ was again identical to those of Scenarios 1 and
2. The measured τCT and τSF at 30 Mbit/s remained higher
when P ayloadGF P was smaller than 256 bytes. Above this
payload size, both rate configurations produced nearly the
same port-pair latencies.
6. F INAL R EMARKS
This tutorial presented the main EoS technologies and
describing their central features. Previous works concerning
EoS performance evaluation were discussed, providing a comprehensive overview of the essential drawbacks. We presented
a set of analytic expressions for EoS throughput, efficiency and
delay. We also presented a detailed overview of configurations
and procedures for measurements, providing a methodology
for measurement and performance evaluation of EoS networks.
Finally, we discussed the results measured at Telefonica S.A.
testbed and compared them to theoretical expressions. It is
important to notice that obtained results guided Telefonica
S.A. in implementing EoS networks in its real operation
network.
When comparing theoretical throughput and efficiency results with measured values, the errors were limited to 0.13%,
validating the presented analytical formulations. We observed
that the throughputs and efficiencies of Scenarios 2 and 3
were identical, even though different paths were used for the
virtually concatenated VC-12s. This demonstrates that despite
the use of different paths, SDH maintains throughput and
efficiency. Also, as expected, the throughput available for Ethernet clients increased as the Ethernet frame length increased,
as the Ethernet and GFP frame overheads were reduced.
Therefore, network operators should increase the Ethernet
frame length as much as possible to improve throughput and
efficiency. The measured EoS throughput for a VC-3-1v could
increase from 63.89% to 98.3% if the Ethernet frames (+gaps)
were increased from 84 bytes to 1538 bytes, representing an
improvement of 53.85%.
The overhead wastes for Ethernet and GFP were analyzed,
and it was shown that Ethernet wastes 44.45% more bandwidth
than GFP, although there were significant differences between
the roles of Ethernet and GFP on the network. This also
demonstrates the efficiency wastes that must be tolerated when
interconnecting two technologies not originally designed to
work together.
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Two latency performance measurements were analyzed: cutthrough and store-and-forward. We noticed that the difference
between them was identical for all scenarios and increases
with the GFP Payload length. In fact, this difference is equal
to the emission delay of a GFP Payload at 100 Mbit/s, and it is
caused by the measurement procedure. The Cut-through delay
values of Scenario 2 were considerably larger than those of
Scenario 1, even though no different paths were used in VCat.
We suppose that the equipment used different treatments for
VC-12-nv and VC-3-1v. The measured latency of Scenario
3 was a slightly larger than that of Scenario 2, because two
different paths were used on VCat. Generally speaking, the
lossless experiments demonstrated that the measured delay is
“well-behaved”, regardless of the mapping hardware.
We also used LCAS to send management information from
a VC-n-Xv source to its destination, informing the destination
where a fiber link was torn down. When this operation occurred, the number of GFP frames per second passed to complete the VC-12-11v without loss was significantly reduced,
by 52.30096%. The efficiency remained the same. When the
link was recovered, the performance metrics returned to the
exact values they had before the failure, demonstrating the
graceful operation of LCAS. Also, we investigated the capacity
of LCAS to dynamically decrease and increase virtual concatenated VCs in a VCG. The paper qualitatively demonstrated
the advantages of LCAS in failure recovery and bandwidth
adjustment.
Future works include application of EoS technologies on
Carrier Ethernet context as well as convergence of EoS with
MPLS, GMPLS, GELS and WDM. Another point is how EoS
technologies can help to cope with the exponential growth of
video traffic. Also, to investigate how EoS solutions are used
in the real network, and how does it work.
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A PPENDIX
ANSI - American National Standards Institute
ATM - Asynchronous Transfer Mode
AU - Administrative Unit
AUG - Administrative Unit Group
CCat - Contiguous Concatenation
CESoE - Circuit Emulation Services over Ethernet
cHEC - Core Header Error Control
CRC - Cyclic Redundancy Check
CRTL - Control
CSMA/CD - Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detection
DIX - DEC-Intel-Xerox
CSF - Client Signal Fail
CT - Cut-through Delay
EoS - Ethernet-over-SDH
EPL - Ethernet Private Line
EPON - Ethernet Passive Optical Network
ESCON - Enterprise Systems Connection
EVC - Ethernet Virtual Connection
EVPL - Ethernet Virtual Private Line
EVPLAN - Ethernet Virtual Private LAN
EXI - Extension Header Identifier
FCS - Frame Check Sequence

FICON - Fiber Connectivity
FPGA - Field Programmable Gate Array
GbE - Gigabit Ethernet
GELS - GMPLS Controlled Ethernet Label Switching
GFP - Generic Framing Procedure
GFP-F - GFP-Framed
GFP-T - GFP-Transparent
GID - Group Identification
HDLC - High-Level Data Link Control
HEC - Header Error Check
IEEE - Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
IETF - Internet Engineering Task Force
IFS - Inter-Frame Spacing
IP - Internet Protocol
IPG - Inter-Packet Gap
ITU-T - International Telecommunication Union - Telecommunication
Standardization Sector
LAN - Local Area Network
LAPS - Link Access Procedure for SDH
LCAS - Link Capacity Adjusting Scheme
LOF - Loss of Frame
MAC - Media Access Control
MAN - Metropolitan Area Network
MEF - Metro Ethernet Forum
MFI - Multi-Frame Indicator
MLPPP - Multi Link Point-to-Point Protocol
NMS - Network Management System
MPLS - Multiprotocol Label Switching
MST - Member Status
MSTP - Multiservice Transporting Platform
NG-SDH - Next Generation SDH
OAM - Operation, Administration, and Maintenance
OTN - Optical Transport Network
OXC - Optical Cross-Connect
PCM - Pulse Coded Modulation
PCP - Priority Code Point
PDH - Plesiochronous Digital Hierarchy
PDU - Protocol Data Unit
PFI - Payload FCS Indicator
POH - Path Overhead
PPB-TE - Provider Backbone Bridge Traffic Engineering
PPP - Point-to-Point Protocol
PTI - Payload Type Identifier
QoS - Quality of Service
QSR - QoS Switch/Router
RAM - Random Access Memory
RS-Ack - Re-Sequence Acknowledge
SDH - Synchronous Digital Hierarchy
SF - Store-and-Forward Delay
SFD - Start-of-Frame-Delimiter
SLA - Service Level Agreement
SONET - Synchronous Optical Network
SQ - Sequence Indicator
STM - Synchronous Transport Module
TCI - Tag Control Information
tHEC - Type Header Error Control
TU - Tributary Unit
TUG - Tributary Unit Group
UNI - User-to-Network Interface
UPI - User Payload Identifier
VBR - Variable Bit Rate
VC - Virtual Container
VCat - Virtual Concatenation
VCG - Virtual Concatenation Group
VPLS - Virtual Private LAN Service
WAN - Wide Area Network
WDM - Wavelength Division Multiplexing
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TABLE I
M EASURED RESULTS FOR S CENARIO 1: E THERNET /GFP/VC-3-1 V.
P ayloadGF P (bytes)
M F REth (frames+gaps/sec.)
F RGF P (frames/sec.)
%P assed
XmtF ramesGF P (# of frames)
RcvF ramesGF P (# of frames)
RcvP ayloadBytesGF P (bytes)

64
148810
83893
56.38
1677852
1677852
107382528

256
45290
22894
50.55
457875
457875
117216000

512
23496
11639
49.54
232774
232774
119180288

1024
11973
5859
48.94
117178
117178
119990272

1518
8127
3968
48.82
79365
79365
120476070

TABLE II
C ALCULATED RESULTS FOR S CENARIO 1.
P ayloadGF P (bytes)
ˆ Eth (frames+gaps/sec.)
MF R
ˆ P (frames/sec.)
F RGF
ˆ
%P assed
ˆ
XmtF rames
GF P (# of frames)
ˆ
RcvF rames
GF P (# of frames)
ˆ
RcvP ayloadBytes
GF P (bytes)
M BRˆClient (Mbit/s)
ˆ Eth (Mbit/s)
M BR
ˆ
M BRP ayloadGF
P (Mbit/s)
ˆ GF P (Mbit/s)
M BR
ˆ
M BREthHeader
(Mbit/s)
M BRGFˆP Header (Mbit/s)
ˆ P
η1GF
ˆ
η1EoS

64

256

512

1024

1518

148809.52
84000
56.448
1680000
1680000
107520000

45289.85
22909.09
50.583
458181.82
458181.82
117294545

23496.24
11630.77
49.501
232615.38
232615.38
119099077

11973.18
5860.46
48.947
117209.30
117209.30
120022326

8127.44
3963.30
48.764
79266.05
79266.05
120325872

30.9120
56.4480
43.0080
48.3840
12.0960
5.3760
0.8889
0.6389

43.6189091
50.5832727
46.9178182
48.3840
3.2989091
1.4661818
0.9697
0.9015

45.9648000
49.5005538
47.6396308
48.3840
1.6748308
0.7443692
0.9846
0.95

47.1650233
48.9466047
48.0089302
48.3840
0.8439070
0.3750698
0.9922
0.9748

47.5596330
48.7644771
48.1303486
48.3840
0.5707156
0.2536514
0.9948
0.983

TABLE III
S EMI -A NALYTICAL RESULTS FOR S CENARIO 1.
P ayloadGF P (bytes)
M BR˜Client (Mbit/s)
˜ Eth (Mbit/s)
M BR
˜
M BRP ayloadGF
P (Mbit/s)
˜ GF P (Mbit/s)
M BR
˜
M BREthHeader
(Mbit/s)
M BRGF˜P Header (Mbit/s)
˜ P
η1GF
˜
η1EoS

64

256

512

1024

1518

30.872624
56.376096
42.953216
48.322368
12.080592
5.37
0.8889
0.6389

43.590176
50.549952
46.886912
48.352128
3.296736
1.47
0.9697
0.9015

45.997328
49.535584
47.673344
48.41824
1.676016
0.74
0.9846
0.9500

47.153232
48.934368
47.996928
48.371904
0.843696
0.37
0.9922
0.9748

47.616
48.822272
48.187392
48.441344
0.571392
0.25
0.9948
0.9829
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M EASURED RESULTS FOR S CENARIOS 2
P ayloadGF P (bytes)
M F REth (frames+gaps/sec.)
F RGF P (frames/sec.)
%P assed
XmtF ramesGF P (# of frames)
RcvF ramesGF P (# of frames)
RcvP ayloadBytesGF P (bytes)

AND

64
148810
79365
53.33
1587301
1587301
101587264

TABLE IV
3: E THERNET /GFP/VC-12-21 V AND E THERNET /GFP/(VC-12-10 V +VC-12-11 V ).
256
45290
21645
47.79
432900
432900
110822400

512
23496
10989
46.77
219780
219780
112527360

1024
11973
5538
46.25
110766
110766
113424284

1518
8127
3747
46.11
74940
74940
113758920

TABLE V
A NALYTICAL EXPRESSIONS RESULTS FOR S CENARIOS 2 AND 3.
P ayloadGF P (bytes)
ˆ Eth (frames+gaps/sec.)
MF R
ˆ P (frames/sec.)
F RGF
ˆ
%P assed
ˆ
XmtF rames
GF P (# of frames)
ˆ
RcvF rames
GF P (# of frames)
ˆ
RcvP ayloadBytes
GF P (bytes)
M BRˆClient (Mbit/s)
ˆ Eth (Mbit/s)
M BR
ˆ
M BRP ayloadGF
P (Mbit/s)
ˆ GF P (Mbit/s)
M BR
M BREthHeader (Mbit/s)
M BRGF P Header (Mbit/s)
ˆ P
η1GF
ˆ
η1EoS

64

256

512

1024

1518

148809.5
79333.3
53.31
1586666.6
1586666.6
101546666

45289.8
21636.3
47.77
432727.3
432727.3
110778181

23496.2
10984.6
46.75
219692.3
219692.3
112482461

11973.2
5534.9
46.23
110697.7
110697.7
113354418

8127.4
3743.1
46.06
74862.4
74862.4
113641100

29.1947
53.312
40.6187
45.696
11.424
5.0773
0.8889
0.6389

41.1956
47.7731
44.3113
45.696
3.1156
1.3847
0.9697
0.9015

43.4112
46.7505
44.993
45.696
1.5818
0.703
0.9846
0.95

44.5447
46.2273
45.3418
45.696
0.797
0.3542
0.9922
0.9748

44.9174
46.0553
45.4564
45.696
0.539
0.2396
0.9948
0.983

TABLE VI
S EMI -A NALYTICAL RESULTS FOR S CENARIOS 2 AND 3.
P ayloadGF P (bytes)
M BR˜Client (Mbit/s)
˜ Eth (Mbit/s)
M BR
˜
M BRP ayloadGF
P (Mbit/s)
˜ GF P (Mbit/s)
M BR
˜
M BREthHeader
(Mbit/s)
M BRGF˜P Header (Mbit/s)
˜ P
η1GF
˜
η1EoS

64

256

512

1024

1518

29.20632
53.33328
40.63488
45.71424
11.42856
5.07936
0.8889
0.6388

41.21208
47.79216
44.32896
45.71424
3.11688
1.38528
0.9697
0.9015

43.428528
46.769184
45.010944
45.71424
1.582416
0.703296
0.9846
0.9500

44.569824
46.253376
45.367296
45.721728
0.797472
0.354432
0.9922
0.9748

44.964
46.103088
45.503568
45.743376
0.539568
0.239808
0.9947
0.9830

TABLE VII
L INK TEAR DOWN WITH LCAS ACTIVE FOR P ayloadGF P
Link(B − C)Status
M F REth (frames+gaps/sec.)
F RGF P (frames/sec.)
%P assed
XmtF ramesGF P (# of frames)
RcvF ramesGF P (# of frames)
RcvP ayloadBytesGF P (bytes)
M BR˜Client (Mbit/s)
˜
M BRP ayloadGF
P (Mbit/s)
˜ GF P (Mbit/s)
M BR
˜
M BREthHeader
(Mbit/s)
M BRGF˜P Header (Mbit/s)
˜ P
η1GF
˜
η1EoS

On
23496
10999
46.81
219973
219973
112626176
43.468048
45.051904
45.71424
1.583856
0.703936
0.9846
0.9499

EQUAL TO

Off
23496
5752
24.48
115048
115048
58904576
22.731904
23.560192
23.92832
0.828288
0.368128
0.9846
0.9499

512 BYTES .

On
23496
10999
46.81
219973
219973
112626176
43.468048
45.051904
45.71424
1.583856
0.703936
0.9846
0.9499
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TABLE VIII
LCAS DECREASING AND INCREASING THE NUMBER OF VIRTUAL CONCATENATED VC S FOR P ayloadGF P
Link(B − C)Status
F REth (frames+gaps/sec.)
F RGF P (frames/sec.)
%P assed
XmtF ramesGF P (# of frames)
RcvF ramesGF P (# of frames)
RcvP ayloadBytesGF P (bytes)
M BR˜Client (Mbit/s)
M BRP ayloadGF P (Mbit/s)
˜ GF P (Mbit/s)
M BR
˜
M BREthHeader
(Mbit/s)
M BRGF˜P Header (Mbit/s)
˜ P
η1GF
˜
η1EoS

On
23496
10989
46.77
219780
219780
112527360
43.428528
45.010944
45.71424
1.583856
0.703936
0.9846
0.95

Off
23496
10465
44.54
209292
209292
107157504
41.35768
42.86464
43.5344
0.828288
0.368128
0.9846
0.95

EQUAL TO

512 BYTES .

On
23496
10989
46.77
219780
219780
112527360
43.428528
45.010944
45.71424
1.583856
0.703936
0.9846
0.95

TABLE IX
S UBMITTED ETHERNET FRAMES (+ GAPS ) PER SECOND IN DELAY EXPERIMENTS TO COMPLETE THE TESTED BIT RATES .
P ayloadGF P (bytes)
F REth @30 Mbit/s

64
44643

128
25355

256
13587

512
7048

1024
3591

TABLE X
P ORT- PAIR LATENCY FOR E THERNET /GFP/VC-3-1 V.
P ayloadGF P (bytes)
30 Mbit/s
τCT (µs)
τSF (µs)
∆τ (µs)

64
136.9
131.8
5.1

128
152.8
142.6
10.2

256
184.6
164.2
20.4

512
259.6
218.7
40.9

1024
389.4
307.5
81.9

TABLE XI
P ORT- PAIR LATENCY FOR E THERNET /GFP/VC-12-21 V.
P ayloadGF P (bytes)
30 Mbit/s
τCT (µs)
τSF (µs)
∆τ (µs)

64
521.3
516.2
5.1

128
531.7
521.5
10.2

256
539
518.6
20.4

512
639.6
598.7
40.9

1024
772.9
691
81.9

TABLE XII
P ORT- PAIR LATENCY FOR E THERNET /GFP/(VC-12-10 V +VC-12-11 V ).
P ayloadGF P (bytes)
30 Mbit/s
τCT (µs)
τSF (µs)
∆τ (µs)

64
576
570.9
5.1

128
610.9
600.7
10.2

256
640.7
620.3
20.4

512
674.3
633.4
40.9

1024
836
754.1
81.9

